Lesson 2: Triangles (11 years old)
Date: Thursday, 15. 03. 2018 r.
Number of pupils: 26
Age of pupils: 11 years old
Tools available: protractor

Activities in Neotrie VR:
1. How do you think what is the smallest number of vertices and sides to draw a polygon. Create it,
and name the polygon.
2. Draw a triangle with 3 acute angles. Check the angles by measuring them with a protractor. How
can you name it?

Create a triangle with 3 acute angles

Use a protractor and measure its first angle

Use a protractor and measure its second angle

Use a protractor and measure its third angle

3. Can you create a triangle with 2 obtuse angles? How many obtuse angles can a triangle have? Try
to name it.
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Use a protractor and measure its first angle

Use a protractor and measure its second angle

Add measures of the angles

Create a triangle with one obtuse angle

Use a protractor and measure its first angle

Use a protractor and measure its second angle

Use a protractor and measure its third angle

4. Can you create a triangle with 2 right angles? How many right angles can a triangle have? Try to
name it.
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Use a protractor and measure its first angle

Use a protractor and measure its second angle

Create a triangle with one right angle

Use a protractor and measure its first angle

Use a protractor and measure its second angle

5. Draw a triangle. Can you plot its diagonals? Explain this.
6. Draw a triangle DEF and describe it (replace its sides, edges and angles).
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Create a triangle DEF and describe it

Advantage: All activities are carried out by the pupils themselves. The children are active and they
formulate conclusions.
When you press the Menu button you can use: Figure info and get the list of some figure properties,
like number of vertices, edges and length of all edges!
Hint: It is advised to organize a workshop for children on the basic tools and functions of Neotrie
before begining the lessons. It will help children to understand how to use NeoTrie, and also increase
their manual skills. This is especially necessary for younger children (11-12 years old). Suggested
duration of the workshop: 2-3 lessons.
It is also possible to organize additional classes for the pupils where they can practice using the
controllers and they can do tasks again.
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Lesson 5: Triangles (11 years old)
Date: Tuesday, 27. 03. 2018 r.
Number of pupils: 23
Age of pupils: 11 years old
Game rules: The teacher divides the class into 5 groups. He indicates the groups' leaders. Each group
chooses questions scored 1 or 2 points (adequately to the difficulty level) in a sequence which was
previously determined by drawing. If a group gets 3 points for correct answers, it can create any
triangle and describe it using Neotrie. For a well-done task the group receives additional 2 points.
The group that scores the most points receives a mark for the activity. For incorrect behaviour, the
group receives negative points.
Each group must create and describe a different triangle.

Tools: protractor, brush
Activities in Neotrie VR:
1. Create a scalene triangle ABC, name it and describe its vertices - A, B, C, sides - AB, BC, CA and
angles - < ABC, < BCA, < CAB.

Create a scalene triangle ABC and describe it

Measure its first side

Measure its second side

Measure its third side
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2. Create an acute triangle DEF, measure its angles and describe its vertices - D, E, F, sides - DE, EF, FD
and angles - < DEF, < EFD, < FDE.

Create an acute triangle and describe it. Use
the protractor to measure its first angle

Use the protractor to measure its second angle

Use the protractor to measure its third angle

Add measures of the angles

3. Create an acute scalene triangle GHJ, name it and describe it vertices - G, H, J, sides - GH, HJ, JG
and angles - < GHJ, < HJG, < JGH.

Create an acute scalene triangle
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Measure its second side

Measure its third side

Use the protractor to measure its first angle

Use the protractor to measure its second angle

Use the protractor to measure its third angle

Name and describe it

4. Create an obtuse triangle KLM, measure its angles and describe its vertices - K, L, M, sides - KL, LM,
MK and angles - < KLM, < LMK, < MKL.

Create an obtuse triangle and use the protractor Use the protractor to measure its second angle
to measure its first angle

Use the protractor to measure its triangle angle
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5. Create a right triangle PRS, measure its angles and describe its vertices - P, R, S, sides - PR, RS, SP
and angles - < PRS, < RSP, < SPR. Name it sides: leg, leg and hypotenuse.

Create a right triangle, measure its first angle

Use the protractor to measure its second angle

Use the protractor to measure its third angle

Name and describe it

Advantage: This is a good lesson for a class that is usually not disciplined and not very involved in the
lesson. My pupils were focused and worked very well in groups. They shared their work and helped
each other. They felt responsible for the results of the group. I observed that most of the children
mastered the work with controllers very well.
The pupils really want to work with Neotrie VR!
When you press the Menu button you can use: Figure info and get the list of some figure properties,
like: number of vertices, edges and length of all edges!
Disadvantage: My pupils had a problem with drawing an isosceles triangle and an equilateral triangle
because they lacked proper tools.
Hint: The teacher previously determines the composition of the groups. He can discuss the rules of
the game in an earlier lesson. The teacher designates a person from the group who is to answer the
question. It is very important because all persons in the group work together.
If you want to build an equilateral triangle, use the SRS system and call a tetrahedron, and then erase
3 faces. If you want to create an isosceles triangle, use the SRS system and call a cube or hexahedron,
and erase 5 faces.
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Lesson 7: Segments in prisms (14 years old)
Date: Monday, 09. 04. 2018 r.
Number of pupils: 18
Age of pupils: 14 years old
Tools: brush, copy seal

Activities in Neotrie VR:
1. At the beginning of the lesson the teacher uses the Speech Recognition System and calls: a
hexahedron, prism 5 and prism 6. Next, he/she enlarges the hexahedron and goes inside it. He marks
a vertex A.
2. The indicated pupil goes inside the prism and paints in blue all edges coming from vertex A. The
next person creates all diagonal faces coming from point A and paint them in red. The next person
tries to draw other possible segments coming from the vertex A and paint them in black. The teacher
names them the diagonal of the prism.

Call a hexahedron and mark a vertex A.

Paint in blue all edges coming from the vertex A.

Create all diagonal faces coming from point A
and paint them in red.

Draw other possible segments coming from the
vertex A and paint them in black.
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3. Each pupil enters the prism, indicates and names the segments he has drawn.
4. The pupils create base diagonals and side faces in a pentagonal prism and diagonals of the prism.
5. The pupils create base diagonals and side faces in a hexagonal prism and diagonals of the prism.
Advantage: Students can see the right triangles inside a solid, and they can use the Pythagorean
theorem to calculate the length of the edges. They can touch the appropriate segments and name
them.
When you press the Menu button you can use: Figure info and get some figure properties, like:
number of vertices, edges, length of all edges as well as area and volume of solids! (Be aware: only
areas and volumes of convex faces and solids are shown correctly).
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